CAUTION NOTICE FOR TRAINING PROGRAMMES

Further to the Caution Notice dated 01-11-2018 regarding discontinuation of Collaborative Training Activities by the Institute since October, 2017, it has come to notice of the Institute that certain Institutions are still promoting their own respective Programmes using name of the Institute in a fraudulent and clandestine manner.

One such Institution, Bhartiya Prodyogik Prashikshan Sansthan (BPPS), Gupta Tutorial Building, Indraprasth Colony, Besides Main Bus Stand, Hisar (Haryana) – 125 001, has been found to be promoting its Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) Course claiming to award NIESBUD Certificates to the successful participants.

It is reiterated that all Paid/Announced/Open Training Programmes of the Institute (where Fee is charged from the participants) are, at present, being organised either by NOIDA Office or Regional Centre; Dehradun directly.

The Members of General Public, through this Notice are, hereby, again informed that no Organisation at present including this Institution is authorised by NIESBUD to either conduct or offer NIESBUD’s Programmes/Certificates.

Any person, accordingly, acting on this belief will be doing so at his/her sole risk and cost.

The Institute, in the meanwhile, has initiated appropriate action against Bhartiya Prodyogik Prashikshan Sansthan (BPPS) for fraudulent and mischievous use of the Institute’s name for promoting its Programmes.
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